Topics
IBSS covers an extensive range of topics related to applied and theoretical economics, including the following:
• Accounting 
Journals
IBSS covers approximately 600 economic journals from every region of the world (for a full list see journals by subject area on our website at www.ibss.ac.uk). Listed below are just some of the titles included:
• Annales de l'économie publique sociale et cooperative • log on to IBSS on BIDS at www.bids.ac.uk
• click on advanced search
• scroll down, click on the hyperlink keywords and then select click here for a full list of keywords.
You can combine keywords or search terms by using Boolean operators (and, or, not) to broaden your search, e.g.
• agricultural and production
• trade not exports
• industry or manufacturing
The International Bibliography of the Social Sciences (IBSS) is the essential online resource for social science and interdisciplinary research. The database includes over 2 million bibliographic references to journal articles and to books, reviews and selected chapters dating back to 1951. This sheet focuses specifically on using IBSS to search for information on economics and related subjects. For general information on accessing and using IBSS, please see our user guides, IBSS quick tips and IBSS step by step, or visit our website at www.ibss.ac.uk.
full text abstracts

Limiting searches to economics
If you wish to restrict your searches on IBSS to economics only, log on to IBSS hosted by BIDS at www.bids.ac.uk and select advanced search, which offers additional options for controlling searches.
To limit your search to economics, scroll down and click on economics in the disciplines drop-down box. The advanced search option also has drop-down boxes to help you limit your search by language, document type and publication year.
Example of IBSS record
TI:
Nominal revaluation of cross-border assets, terms-of-trade changes, international portfolio diversification, and international risk sharing
AU: Kim_S
JN:
Southern economic journal, Oct 2002, Vol.69, No.2, pp.327-344
AB:
Using a simple theoretical model, I suggest that the nominal revaluation of cross-border assets (the international wealth redistribution through the changes in nominal variables) may work as an international risk-sharing mechanism at the aggregate level. Then, I empirically examine three risk-sharing channels: the nominal revaluation of cross-border assets, the terms-of-trade channel suggested by Cole and Obstfeld (1991) , and cross-border security ownership (international portfolio diversification). Empirical results suggest that the nominal revaluation hedges country-specific consumption risks at the aggregate level but that the other two channels do not. The results have interesting implications on international risk-sharing and exchange rate regime comparison. Reprinted by permission of Southern Economic Association
IS:
0038-4038
DT: Article
DC: Economics
SD:
Economics, Assets, Terms of trade, Portfolio analysis, Risk sharing, Risk, Exchange rates
Key: TI (title), AU (author), JN (journal), IT (issue title), AB (abstract), IS (ISBN/ISSN), DT (document type), DC (discipline code), SD (keywords/subject descriptors)
Help and further information
To access IBSS, log on to www.bids.ac.uk. Help can be gained at any time by clicking on help on searching or any of the hyperlinks (the coloured text above or below each search box).
Visit our website at www.ibss.ac.uk to access:
• full background information on IBSS
• our user guides, IBSS quick tips and IBSS step by step, which explain in detail how to use IBSS
• the full range of IBSS subject guides
• information about the wide range of core social science and interdisciplinary subject areas covered by IBSS (see also graphic opposite). 
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